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INTRODUCTION
The Web consists of numerous pages encoded in HTML; its contents are
readable and understandable for human, but not understandable for
machine. So it’s hard for machine to process the web contents mean-
ingfully. But the web is enormous and still growing continuously, which
makes it urgent for the web contents to be machine understandable so
that the web contents can be processed automatically and meaningfully
by machine. To solve these problems, Tim Berners-Lee put forward the
Semantic Web [1][2], which is an extension of the current web. The
Semantic Web is not just a platform for presenting information, but it
can be understood and used to reason by machine.

To make the web contents understandable to machine and suitable for
inference, we need to establish ontology and use terms defined in
ontology as metadata to annotate the web contents. Compared with the
presentation markups used on the web nowadays, these markups are
semantic markups. [1]

In this paper, we distinguish the definitions of ontology and domain
ontology. Based on definitions in [3,4,5,6], the definitions of domain,
domain conceptualization, domain ontology and ontology are given as
follows.

Definition1. Domain is a section of the world about which we wish to
express some knowledge; domain conceptualization is to abstract a set
of terms and a set of knowledge from the domain in terms of the tasks
to be solved and the ontological commitment of ontology language used;
domain ontology  is {the set of domain terms, the set of domain
knowledge}, it’s explicit specification of domain conceptualization,
usually, we use ontology language to write down this specification;
ontology is explicit specification of conceptualization about the world,
there is only one ontology about the world, no application needs to use
the whole ontology.

The relation between ontology and domain ontology is defined as
follows:

Definition2. Suppose the world W can be divided into n domains, then
ontology of W can be obtained by integrating domain ontologies of these
n domains.

In practical application, domain ontology or the integration of several
domain ontologies is needed.

In this paper, we concentrate on domain ontology representation,
reasoning and integration for the Semantic Web, the organization of this
paper is shown as follows.

Organization of This Paper
In section 2 we introduce ontology languages for the Semantic Web and
choose OWL Lite and SWRL, which are suitable trade-offs between
expressivity of knowledge and complexity of reasoning problems, as
standard ontology languages on the Semantic Web. In section 3 we
propose DORRSW approach (domain ontology representation and
reasoning for the Semantic Web). In section 4, we propose MDOISW

approach (multiple domain ontologies integration for the Semantic
Web). In section 5, DORRSW approach and MDOISW approach are used
to solve example problems to illustrate the procedures of these two
approaches. In section 6 the related works are introduced. Section 7 gives
the conclusion.

ONTOLOGY LANGUAGES FOR THE SEMANTIC WEB
The familiar ontology languages are XOL, SHOE, OML, RDF(S), OIL,
DAML+OIL , OWL and SWRL.

XML is used as the foundation for these languages’ syntax. The formal
foundation of XOL and SHOE is frame; the formal foundation of OML
is conceptual graph; but frame and conceptual graph lack precise seman-
tics. The expressivity of RDF(S) is so limited that it can only be regarded
as primitive ontology language. To develop ontology language which can
have more expressive power and characterize semantics more precisely,
OIL [7], DAML+OIL [7] and OWL [7,8] are all extended on the base of
inheriting RDF(S)’s syntax and expressivity. European researchers estab-
lish OIL. DAML+OIL, established by Joint US/EU ad hoc Agent Markup
Language Committee, is used as the starting point of OWL; OWL,
established by W3C, is a new synthesis of research on ontology language.

The formal foundation of OIL is SHIQ (D) [9], and the formal foundation
of DAML+OIL is SHOIQ (D) [9]. OWL provides three increasingly
expressive sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, OWL Full. The
expressivity of OWL Lite is limited, but the efficiency of reasoning is
preferable; OWL DL is as expressive as possible on the premise of
preserving completeness and decidability of reasoning; OWL Full is the
most expressive with no computational guarantees of reasoning. The
formal foundation of OWL Lite is SHIF (D) [10], key inference problems
in OWL Lite have EXPTIME complexity; the formal foundation of
OWL DL is SHOIN (D) [10], key inference problems in OWL DL have
NEXPTIME complexity, it’s difficult to reason. SWRL [11] is based on
a combination of the OWL DL and OWL Lite with the Unary/Binary
Datalog RuleML sublanguages of the Rule Markup Language, it can be
used for constructing rule ontology.

As the number of domain ontologies on the Semantic Web is huge and
domain ontologies on the Semantic Web are in large-scale, we choose
OWL Lite and SWRL, which are suitable trade-offs between expressivity
of knowledge and complexity of reasoning problems, as standard
ontology language for the Semantic Web. Reasoning systems, such as
Vampire [12], can accomplish the reasoning tasks of the composition of
OWL Lite and SWRL.

DOMAIN ONTOLOGY REPRESENTATION AND
REASONING FOR THE SEMANTIC WEB
The procedure of DORRSW approach is:

First, construct the set of domain terms——According to the tasks
to be solved and the ontological commitment of ontology language used,
construct the set of domain terms. The ontology engineers do most of
the work in this phase.

Different ontology languages have different ontological commitments;
for example, propositional logic makes the commitment that the world
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consists of facts, first order logic makes the commitment that the world
consists of object and relation. [4] Here we give the ontological commit-
ment of OWL Lite and SWRL respectively.

Definition3. OWL Lite makes the commitment that the world consists
of class, datatype, object property, datatype property, individual, data
value; the ontological commitment of SWRL is the same.

Second, construct domain ontology. By using syntax of OWL Lite
& SWRL and the terms in the set of domain terms, construct the set of
domain knowledge; domain ontology is {the set of domain terms, the set
of domain knowledge}, so here we have domain ontology. The ontology
engineers do most of the work in this phase.

Third, call suitable reasoners to reason for solving problem and
checking consistency. Suitable reasoners are reasoners which can
accomplish the inference problems of OWL Lite & SWRL, such as
Vampire. This phase can solve problem and prevent inconsistent
knowledge to occur during constructing domain ontology. The machines
do most of the work in this phase.

MULTIPLE DOMAIN ONTOLOGIES INTEGRATION
FOR THE SEMANTIC WEB
In the original phase of the Semantic Web, there are few domain
ontologies; to accomplish tasks in different domains, we use DORRSW
approach to establish domain ontologies one by one. With the number
of domain ontologies on the Semantic Web increasing, we often meet
such a situation: to accomplish some task that needs the support of
multiple existing domain ontologies, and every existing domain ontol-
ogy alone can’t satisfy the need of that task. Two choices can be made:

1. Use DORRSW approach to create a new domain ontology about
these domains, but we can’t utilize existing domain ontologies,
so it costs a lot of repeated work; this new generated domain
ontology is still an “island”, and it’s difficult for knowledge
sharing.

2. Integrate domain ontologies needed to form a virtual domain
ontology about these domains, we can utilize existing domain
ontologies and realize knowledge sharing.

In this paper, we choose the second way.

Theorem1. There are m domains, and we have constructed domain
ontologies for these domains. Suppose we need to integrate these domain
ontologies: do_1, do_2, …, do_m, these domain ontologies are encoded
in OWL Lite & SWRL and identified by URI: uri_1, uri_2, …, uri_m;
∀i∈[1,m], do_i={v_i, k_i}, v_i is the set of domain terms, k_i is the set
of domain knowledge, then

1.
m

i
nIntegratio

1=
(do_i), the integration of m domain ontologies is:

m

i
nIntegratio

1=
(do_i)={

m

i 1=
∪ v_i, (

m

i 1=
∪ k_i)ÈIBK}.

In the equation above, IBK (integration built knowledge) is the set of

knowledge encoded by using OWL Lite & SWRL and terms in 
m

i 1=
∪ v_i, IBK

is different from 
m

i 1=
∪ k_i (

m

i 1=
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tion of m domains, and knowledge in (
m
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Proof: 
m

i
nIntegratio

1=
(do_i), the integration of m domain ontologies, is

domain ontology of the domain that is the integration of m domains;
and ∀i∈[1,m], do_i={v_i, k_i}; so we can use the terms defined in m

domain ontologies as terms of 
m

i
nIntegratio

1=
(do_i), then we obtain the

following equation,

m
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nIntegratio

1=
(do_i)={

m

i 1=
∪ v_i, the set of domain knowledge for the integra-

tion of m domains}.

The set of domain knowledge for the integration of m domains can be

divided into two parts. The first part is 
m

i 1=
∪ k_i, which reflects union of

knowledge from m domain; the second part is IBK, which reflects the
newly appeared knowledge for the integration of m domains, knowledge
in IBK can’t be achieved in single domain of m domains. Knowledge in

(
m

i 1=
∪ k_i)∪IBK should keep consistency, or it denotes contradiction.

For using URI naming mechanism, every term is unique, so #(
m

i 1=
∪ v_i)=

∑
=

m

i 1
#(v_i).

End.

Based on theorem 1, during the process of integrating domain ontolo-

gies, because 
m

i 1=
∪ v_i and 

m

i 1=
∪ k_i can be obtained by utilizing the existing

domain ontologies, so the key of integrating domain ontologies is how
to construct IBK. Based on this idea, the procedure of MDOISW
approach is:

First, construct IBK. Use uri_IBK to identify IBK (uri_IBK can be a
newly created URI, or an existing URI), suppose term t is defined in do_i,
if t is to be quoted or defined in IBK, then in IBK, we can use uri_i#t to
denote term t; after all the quotations and definitions are completed, we

have 
m

i
nIntegratio

1=
(do_i). The ontology engineers do most of the work in

this phase.

Second, call suitable reasoners to check consistency . Suitable
reasoners are reasoners which can accomplish the inference problems
of OWL Lite & SWRL, such as Vampire. This phase can prevent
inconsistent knowledge to occur during integration. The machines do
most of the work in this phase.

Third, call suitable reasoners to reason for solving problem.
Suitable reasoners are reasoners which can accomplish the inference
problems of OWL Lite & SWRL, such as Vampire. After the second step,
we have a virtual domain ontology about those domains being integrated.
We can utilize this virtual domain ontology to solve problem. The
machines do most of the work in this phase.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES
In section 5, firstly, we present application example of DORRSW
approach, then we present application example of MDOISW approach.

Use DORRSW Approach to Represent an Example Animal
Domain Ontology and Make Inference
1. Construct the set of domain terms
Suppose according to task to be solved, we need to consider animal
domain as follows:
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Person is animal; the parent of person is person, male person is man,
female person is woman; the domain and range of hasParent is animal;
hasAge is functional property, the value of hasAge is nonnegative
integer; Adam is a person, his age is 13.

In terms of ontological commitment of OWL Lite, we obtain six types
of terms:

Class: Animal, Male, Female, Person, Man, Woman

Datatype: NonNegativeInteger

Object property:  hasParent

Datatype property: hasAge

Individual: Adam

Data value: 13

2 Construct domain ontology
By using terms above, encode the domain ontology in OWL Lite as
follows:

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Animal”>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Male”>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Female”>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Person”>

  <owl:equivalentClass>

    <owl:Class>

      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

            <owl:Class rdf:resource=”# Animal”/>

            <owl:Restriction>

              <owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”#hasParent”/>

              <owl: allValuesFrom rdf:resource=”#Person”/>

            </owl:Restriction>

      </owl:intersectionOf>

    </owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Man”>

  <owl:equivalentClass>

    <owl:Class>

      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

            < owl:Class rdf:resource=”#Person”/>

< owl:Class rdf:resource=”#Male”/>

      </owl:intersectionOf>

    </owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Woman”>

  <owl:equivalentClass>

    <owl:Class>

      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

            < owl:Class rdf:resource=”#Person”/>

< owl:Class rdf:resource=”#Female”/>

      </owl:intersectionOf>

    </owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

</owl:Class>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID=”hasParent”>

      <rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”#Animal”/>

      <rdfs:range rdf:resource=”#Animal”/>

</owl:ObjectProperty>

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID=”hasAge”>

      <rdf: type rdf:resource=”http:/ /www.w3.org/2002/07/
owl#FunctionalProperty”/>

      <rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http:/ /www.w3.org/2000/10/
XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger”/>

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

<Person rdf:ID=”Adam”>

      < hasAge>13</ hasAge>

</Person>

The animal domain ontology can also be encoded in description logic:

Man≡Person � Male

Woman≡Person � Female

Person≡Animal � PersonhasParent.∀

hasParent1≥ �� Animal

T �� AnimalhasParent.∀

T �� hasAge1≤

T eIntegerNonNegativhasAge.∀

Person(Adam)

hasAge(Adam, 13)

3 Call suitable reasoners to reason
According to this animal domain ontology, we can use Vampire to make
inference for solving problem. For example, we can inquire of the
reasoner about a question, such as “is Animal(Adam)  true?” The
reasoner will give a positive answer.

Use MDOISW Approach to Integrate Two Example Domain
O n t o l o g i e s
Suppose the animal domain ontology ando_a defined in section 5.1 can
be identified by uri_a, another animal domain ontology ando_b can be
identified by uri_b. In ando_b, RobertAdam is MalePerson, MalePerson
is Human, encode ando_b in OWL Lite & SWRL:

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”MalePerson”>

</owl:Class>

< MalePerson rdf:ID=”RobertAdam”/>

<swrl:Variable rdf:ID=”x”/>

<ruleml:Imp>

  <ruleml:body rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

    <swrl:ClassAtom>

      <swrl:classPredicate rdf:resource=”MalePerson”/>

      <swrl:argument1 rdf:resource=”#x” />

    </swrl:ClassAtom>

  </ruleml:body>

  <ruleml:head rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

    <swrl:ClassAtom>
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      <swrl:classPredicate rdf:resource=”Human”/>

      <swrl:argument1 rdf:resource=”#x” />

    </swrl:ClassAtom>

  </ruleml:head>

</ruleml:Imp>

Encode ando_b in description logic:

MalePerson(RobertAdam)

MalePerson(x)’!Human(x)

Now we have two domain ontologies, suppose the reality is: RobertAdam
in ando_b is Adam in ando_a, MalePerson in ando_b is Man in ando_a,
and Human in ando_b is Person in ando_a.

We can’t know “uri_a#Adam is man” if we only use ando_a to reason;
we can’t know “uri_b#RobertAdam is 13 years old” if we only use ando_b
to reason. So we need to integrate ando_a and ando_b, then we can solve
problems that need the support of integration of ando_a and ando_b. In
the next, MDOISW approach is used to integrate ando_a and ando_b.

1 Construct IBK
Create uri_IBK to locate IBK for the integration of ando_a and ando_b;
in IBK, uri_a#Man, uri_a#Adam, uri_a#Person, uri_b#MalePerson,
uri_b#RobertAdam, uri_b#Human are quoted and defined, and we can
encode IBK in OWL Lite:

<owl:Class rdf:about=”uri_b#MalePerson”>

  <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource=”uri_a#Man”/>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about=”uri_b#Human”>

  <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource=”uri_a#Person”/>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Thing rdf:about=”uri_b#RobertAdam”>

  <owl:sameIndividualAs rdf:resource=”uri_a#Adam”/>

</owl:Class>

Encode IBK in description logic:

Mana”MalePerson

Persona”Human

Adam=RobertAdam

2 Check consistency
By using Vampire, check consistency for integration of ando_a and
ando_b; the result shows that the integration is consistent.

3 Call suitable reasoners to reason for solving problem
According to the integration of ando_a and ando_b, we can use Vampire
to make inference for solving problem. For example, we can inquire of
the reasoner about a question, such as “is Man(Adam)  true?” The
reasoner will give a positive answer. This solves problem that can’t
answered by using ando_a only.

RELATED WORKS
In [6], five design criteria for ontologies are proposed to guide and
evaluate the design. We present them as follows:

1. Clarity: An ontology should effectively communicate the in-
tended meaning of defined terms.

2. Coherence: An ontology should be coherent: that is, it should
sanction inferences that are consistent with the definitions.

3. Extendibility: An ontology should be designed to anticipate the
uses of the shared vocabulary.

4. Minimal encoding bias: The conceptualization should be speci-
fied at the knowledge level without depending on a particular
symbol-level encoding.

5. Minimal ontological commitment: An ontology should require
the minimal ontological commitment sufficient to support the
intended knowledge sharing activities.

Ontology integration is introduced detailedly in [13]. The definitions
of ontology mapping, ontology alignment, ontology articulation,
ontology merging, ontology translation and ontology integration are
distinguished. Though the name of the paper is “ontology mapping…”,
ontology integration is the main focus of that paper based on the
definition of ontology integration given in that paper. Present research
works about ontology integration don’t fit for using on the Semantic
Web, such a large distributed environment. The essential reason is that
inference efficiency is unsatisfiable in those works, as those works don’t
choose a suitable formal ontology language; so we have no effective way
to check consistency after ontology integration.

In [14], based on experience of using ontology-editing environments
such as Protégé-2000, Ontolingua and Chimaera, an ontology-develop-
ment methodology for declarative frame-based systems is described.
The steps in the ontology-development process are listed; the complex
issues of defining class hierarchies and properties of classes and instances
are addressed. In [15], Mike Uschold and Michael Gruninger propose an
informal approach to developing ontology, which includes the following
steps: identify purpose and scope, ontology capture, ontology coding,
integrating existing ontologies, evaluation, documentation. Then a
more rigorous approach to the development of ontologies is considered,
and the role of formal languages in the specification, implementation,
and evaluation of ontologies is discussed. These works are valuable
references for the research in our paper.

CONCLUSION
To make the web contents understandable to machine and suitable for
inference, we need to establish ontology and use terms defined in
ontology as metadata to annotate the web contents. In practical
application, domain ontology or the integration of several domain
ontologies is needed. In this paper, we propose DORRSW approach and
MDOISW approach to represent domain ontology, integrate multiple
domain ontologies and make inference for consistency check and
problem solving. The application examples prove the effectiveness of
these two approaches. From these discussions, the basic situations of
domain ontology representation, reasoning and integration for the
Semantic Web are clarified, so the basic knowledge of developing
ontology for the Semantic Web is provided.
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